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  12/31/2020 

 
 
ISSUE: EDUCATIONAL 
 
10/26/2020 at 7:00 AM… Catholic Connection… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Teresa Tomeo discusses "Two Crowns" the first movie featuring the unknown facts 
from the life of Father Maximilian Kolbe, from his childhood up to the heroic decision to sacrifice his own life for 
a co-prisoner at Auschwitz.   
 
10/26/2020 at 3:00 PM… Kresta in the Afternoon… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Al Kresta visits with guest Jonathan Alter regarding Jimmy Carter’s improbable 
journey from "barefoot boy to global icon," he has remained steadfast in his faith.  
 
11/7/2020 at 5:00 PM… Miracle Hunter… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Michael O’Neill talks with with Dr. Mark Miravalle (professor of Mariology, Franciscan 
University) and Mike Aquilina (author, History's Queen). 
 
11/13/2020 at 6:00 AM… Morning Glory… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts of Morning Glory discuss how "KSyndrome" saved lives during World War II. 
 
12/4/2020 at 5:00 AM… The Son Rise Morning Show… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Fr. Frank Donio discusses the real St. Nicholas.  
 
12/6/2020 at 2:30 PM… EWTN Bookmark… 25 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Doug Keck discusses how the attempted assassinations of Ronald Reagan and Pope 
John Paul II sparked a brotherhood and a mission to bring down the Berlin Wall and end the Cold War. 
 
12/17/2020 at 7:00 AM… Catholic Connection… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Teresa Tomeo visits with Fr. Guffey regarding the inspiring true story of a poor Irish 
immigrant who sets sail for America in 1928 with dreams of becoming a millionaire but, with the help of the 
celebrities in Hollywood, ends up spending his life championing the message, “The Family That Prays 
Together Stays Together” and now a movie. 
 
12/23/2020 at 7:00 AM… Catholic Connection… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Teresa Tomeo talks with Edward Pentin regarding new research into origins of the 
Star of Bethlehem that appears to confirm that a celestial body of great brightness did indeed exist at that time 
of Jesus’ birth and which guided the Magi to the manger.  
 
12/28/2020 at 3:00 PM… Kresta in the Afternoon… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description: Host Al Kresta visits with Jeanne Bishop regarding the Oklahoma City Bombing ,25 years 
ago which was the deadliest act of domestic terrorism in our nation’s history.  Few know the stories of the 
victims and their families. 
 
 
  



  12/31/2020 

 
 
ISSUE: FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS   
 
10/3/2020 at 10:00 AM… Women Made New… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Crystalina Evert talks with Kimberly Hahn to discuss her book Chosen and Cherished: 
Biblical Wisdom for Your Marriage and ways you can strengthen your faith and your family. 
 
10/3/2020 at 10:00 PM… Take Two… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts Jerry and Debbie discuss maintaining a healthy, joyful, loving marriage.   
 
10/31/2020 at 10:00 AM… Women Made New… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Crystalina Evert talks with guest Danielle Bean to discuss her book:  Manual for 
Women.  
 
11/6/2020 at 3:00 PM… Kresta in the Afternoon… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Al Kresta talks with Mark Regnerus, a professor of sociology, who has studied 
extensively marriage rates in the US and beyond and has discovered something troubling.  
 
11/8/2020 at 2:30 PM… EWTN Bookmark… 25 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Doug Keck visits with Anthony DeStefano regarding his heartwarming Christmas tale   
where a grumpy old ox learns to set aside pride and stubbornness and is rewarded with a miraculous gift.  
 
11/21/2020 at 6:00 PM… Beyond Damascus… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Aaron Richards talks with Brad Pierron about living as a family on mission. 
 
11/22/2020 at 2:30 PM… EWTN Bookmark… 25 minutes. 
Topic/Description: Host Doug Keck visits with guest Raymond Arroyo who has created a beautiful children's 
book, The Spider Who Saved Christmas.  
 
12/5/202 at 6:00 PM… Beyond Damascus… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Aaron Richards and Brad Pierron speak with Ennie Hickman about community and 
hospitality. 
 
12/7/2020 at 7:00 AM… Catholic Connection… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Teresa Tomeo visits with John Hale regarding not missing a fundamental part of their 
children’s education — school trips!  
 
12/12/2020 at 10:00 AM… Women Made New…55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Crystalina Evert visits with guest Dr. Ray Guarendi regarding the struggle with 
disciplining your kids.    



  12/31/2020 

 
 
ISSUE:  HEALTH    
 
10/15/2020 at 6:00 AM… Morning Glory… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts Gloria Purvis, Deacon Harold Burke-Sivers, Msgr. Charles Pope, Fr. Bjorn Lundberg 
discuss death to life: the truth about Euthanasia. 
 
10/20/2020 at 6:00 AM… Morning Glory… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts Gloria Purvis, Deacon Harold Burke-Sivers, Msgr. Charles Pope, Fr. Bjorn Lundberg 
discuss how has the pandemic affected the Holy Land. 
 
10/20/2020 at 5:00 AM… Son Rise Morning Show… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts Matt Swaim and Anna Mitchell talk with Donna Murphy from Heaven’s Gain on their 
ministry to families who experience miscarriages.   
 
10/31/2020 at 9:00 AM… Doctor, Doctor… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Philosopher and researcher Derek Jeffreys, PhD from University of Wisconsin, Green Bay 
explains the enormous physical and mental consequences of prolonged solitary confinement.  
 
11/2/2020 at 8:00 AM… More to Life… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts Dr. Greg Popcak and wife Lisa ask listeners if you feel like you are on an emotional 
rollercoaster?   
 
11/21/2020 at 9:00 AM… Doctor, Doctor, 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Dr. Brandon Brown from the Indiana University School of Medicine and the Fetal Center at 
Riley Children’s Hospital gives an inside look at what it is like to be a radiologist.     
 
12/5/2020 at 9:00 AM… Doctor, Doctor… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:   Infectious Disease and Public Health specialist Dr. Paul Cieslak and critical care 
pulmonologist Dr. Eustace Fernandes give a comprehensive update on the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
12/19/2020 at 9:00 AM… Doctor, Doctor… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Pediatric gastroenterologist Dr. Kim-Doan Katrina Nguyen talks about the growing problem 
of childhood obesity in the US and other parts of the world. 
 
  



  12/31/2020 

 
 
ISSUE: YOUTH PROGRAMMING   
 
10/17/2020 at 5:30 PM… Blessed to Play… 25 minutes.  
Topic/Description:  Host Ron Meyer talks with Todd Honas, a deaf athlete who played football for the 
University of Nebraska Cornhuskers and about overcoming adversity and why he is reaching out to college 
students with the message of the Catholic faith. 
 
11/8/2020 at 5:30 PM… Blessed to Play… 25 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Ron Meyer talks with Samantha Kelley, a former division one soccer player at the 
University of Connecticut. She is the founder and creator of Fierce Athlete, a catholic organization that 
promotes true femininity in sports.  
 
11/25/2020 at 6:00 AM… Morning Glory… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts Gloria Purvis, Deacon Harold Burke-Sivers, Msgr. Charles Pope, Fr. Bjorn Lundberg 
talk about fun Thanksgiving activities for kids. 
 
12/14/2020 at 10:00 PM… Take Two… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts Jerry and Debbie discuss raising kids and the challenges facing our children include 
things like the COVID-19 shutdown of schools, stay-at-home orders, wearing masks, distance/online learning, 
not being able to participate in many sports activities. 
 
12/27/2020 at 5:30 PM… Blessed to Play… 25 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Ron Meyer visits with Alexis Lewis who plays Division 1 basketball for the Seton Hall 
Pirates in the Big East Conference and she talks about her faith and commitment to excellence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



  12/31/2020 

 
 
ISSUE: PUBLIC INTEREST  
 
10/3/2020 at 5:00 PM… The Miracle Hunter… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description: Host Michael O'Neill delves into the fascinating world of miracles and takes listeners on a 
hunt that explores the greatest mysteries and marvels of the Catholic Church.  
 
10/12/2020 at 7:00 AM… Catholic Connection… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Teresa Tomeo visits with guest Benjamin Bull with the "The National Center on 
Sexual Exploitation (NCOSE) regarding the indictment of Netflix by a grand jury in Tyler County, Texas, for the 
“promotion of lewd visual material depicting [a] child,” in the film, Cuties.  
 
10/17/2020 at 9:00 AM… Register Radio… 25 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Andrea Picciotti-Bayer a legal analyst for EWTN News gives us her insights on Judge 
Barrett’s case for herself as Supreme Court Jurist.  
 
10/25/2020 at 2:30 PM… EWTN Bookmark… 25 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Doug Keck talks with Robert Reilly regarding his new book that sets the record 
straight with a spirited defense our founding fathers. 
 
10/30/2020 at 3:00 PM… Kresta in the Afternoon… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Al Kresta visits with guest Raymond Ibrahim regarding the tensions rising between 
Islamic communities and France following the Charlie Hebdo magazine's decision to republish cartoons of the 
Prophet Muhammad.  
 
11/2/2020 at 3:00 PM… Kresta in the Afternoon… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Al Kresta visits with guest Anthony Clark regarding the Vatican-China deal which has 
been renewed through October 2022.  
 
11/3/2020 6:00 AM… Morning Glory… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:    The Hosts of Morning Glory discuss visions people have had of hell, what are the main 
attitudes that lead many to hell, and will everyone go to heaven when they die?   
 
11/11/2020 at 3:00 PM… Kresta in the Afternoon… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Host Al Kresta discuss the news that all 19 pro-democracy members of Hong Kong’s 
legislature have resigned in protest after Beijing authorized the removal of four other pro-democracy 
legislators.  
 
11/12/2020 at 5:00 AM… The Son Rise Morning Show… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  Hosts Matt Swaim and Anna Mitchell talks with guest Joseph Pearce on what GK 
Chesterton can teach us about our polarized society.    
 
12/7/2020 at 6:00 AM… Morning Glory… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description:  The Hosts of Morning Glory discuss will China be moving to a three-child policy. 
 
12/7/2020 at 3:00 PM… Kresta in the Afternoon… 55 minutes. 
Topic/Description: Host Al Kresta talks with Ray Norman who forgave the Islamic gunman who attacked his 
family.     



  12/31/2020 

 
Public Service Announcements 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  12/31/2020 

40Day For Life 
PSA60 
Airs 9/24-11/2 

 

“Every Life is a Gift” and you are invited to celebrate this gift during our annual 40 Days 

For Life!  This is not a protest but a peaceful and prayerful public witness to the 

sanctity of all human life.  Pray for unborn babies & their parents, for an end to the fear, 

and deception that fuels the abortion industry.  Pray for grace and healing for those 

suffering because of a past abortion.  Our 40 days for life campaign is happening right 

now.   Save Lives and Make History by joining the largest worldwide pro-life 

mobilization in history!  Each church has signed up to cover a specific day each week 

at 40 days for life so check with your Church contact and sign-up today.  More details 

can be found online at kjcr radio dot com.  Every life is a gift- let us respect that gift and 

defend those most vulnerable.  Join 40 days for life at kjcr radio dot com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  12/31/2020 

Adoration Chapel-Signups 
PSA 30 
Airs 6/8-6/13 
 
The time has come!  The Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration Chapel is open!  Now is the 

time to sign up to spend time with our Lord in the blessed sacrament.  The new chapel 

is located on the campus of St. Thomas the Apostle Parish.  Adorers will have secure 

entry into the chapel, and we need to fill all available times.  Come and spend an hour 

with our Lord.  Visit adoration chapel billings dot org and register to spend an hour in 

adoration once a week, once a day or any other time you can.  Visit adoration chapel 

billings dot org today or email adoration chapel billings at G mail dot com.   

 

Adoration Chapel-Signups 
PSA 30 
Airs 11/9-11/19 
 
 

The Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration Chapel officially opens Thursday November 19th.  

You are invited to join us for Mass at St. Thomas the Apostle Church at 7PM.  

Following Mass, we will have a Eucharistic Procession to the new Adoration Chapel 

where we will begin to adore our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament.  This permanent 

home has been a long time in the making and we thank and ask God’s blessing on all 

who have tirelessly worked and donated to make it a reality. We still have a few hours 

open for adoration so check out adoration chapel billings dot org and join us Thursday 

at 7PM 

 



  12/31/2020 

Diocese Raffle 
PSA30 
Airs 11/18-1/30 

 

You still have time to join the Building our Catholic Future Raffle to benefit the Diocese 

of Great Falls-Billings!  Tickets are available at most every parish office or through the 

diocese webpage at diocese g f b dot org.  You’ll be supporting our Catholic Future 

across eastern montana and have a chance to win prizes including an early bird $500 

cash prize and even a 2021 Keystone Hideout Camper!  All prizes have been donated 

to the diocese so your raffle purchase really helps build our Catholic future!  Get all the 

details at diocese g f b dot org today! 

K of C Retreat 

PSA30 

9/28-10/17 

 

Brother Knights- you are invited to an afternoon retreat led by Bishop Warfel on Saturday, 

October 17 at St. Benedict Parish, in Roundup. This is an invitation to ALL Councils to attend. 

The retreat will begin with lunch served at noon for a free will offering.  

Following lunch, Bishop Warfel will present three sessions on the spirituality of St. Catherine 

of Sienna:  

The afternoon will conclude with the celebration of Mass at 5:30 PM.  

Please spread the word and RSVP to ensure adequate food is prepared.  

The afternoon retreat is being facilitated by Roundup K of C Council as part of the Knights of 

Columbus Faith in Action Program.  

ALL ARE WELCOME- So RSVP today.  All details are on the community calendar at kjcr 

radio dot com. 

 



  12/31/2020 

Life Chain 
PSA30 
Airs 9/13-10/1 

 

Join the Life Chain!  Sunday October 4th is Respect Life Sunday and this annual event 

is a perfect time to bring the family and share witness to the beauty of ALL life.  The 

Life Chain meets on the corner of King and 24th St. West from 2-3:30 and stretches 

along this busy throughway to share our call for life!  This is our only Pro-Life event on 

the west end of Billings so it’s time to show how much we love life!  More details about 

all our Pro-Life Events can be found on KJCR RADIO DOT COM.   

Rosary Rally 
PSA 30 
Airs 9/23-10/12 
 
 

Join our Pro-Life community and join in a Public Square Rosary Rally Saturday, 

October 10th.  We will gather at noon at 100 Wicks Lane- the site of our 40 Days for 

Life campaign at 12 Noon.  This Public Square Rosary, will be one tens of thousands 

of rallies that will take place all across the U.S.  Please join us in offering our prayers of 

reparation and to pray for the conversion of hearts.  Plan to join us and see our website 

for more details at k j c r radio dot com.   

 

 

 


